
From: Waldron, Ashley
To: Lee Anna Martinez; Dawn K. Begay; Dariel Yazzie; Talley, Sandra; Pineda, Christine
Cc: Quintero, Jessie
Subject: 10/29 NRC/NNEPA call summary
Date: Monday, November 01, 2021 8:37:59 AM

Hello all,

Please see the call summary of our meeting on October 29.

Thanks,
Ashley

1. Standing Rock chapter meeting on 10/28 – NRC provided a recap of the meeting -
4 chapter representatives in attendance: Johnny Johnson, Phyllis Willeto-Lancer,
Janice Padilla, and Clinton Jim.  Meeting lasted about 2 hours - NRC provided a
presentation with Joanna Manygoats provided Navajo translation, chapter officials
had some clarifying questions regarding the proposal.  Meeting was transcribed and
the chapter stated if they had any comments they would provide those by November
1. 
NNEPA staff asked whether the chapter had any comments or statements about the
proposal, and the NRC staff responded that no comments or statements were made.
 
NRC action: Provide NNEPA meeting transcript once available.

2. Draft EIS comment period ends November 1 – NRC has not received many written
comments since end of May, comments have mainly come through meetings with
various groups.  NNEPA asked where to send comments – NRC provided the email
address where comments can be submitted (UNC-CHURCHROCKEIS@nrc.gov)

3. NNEPA insights – D. Yazzie expressed disappointment in the NRC’s efforts during
the comment period and stated that the NRC fell short of meeting the needs of the
communities.  He requested that NRC provide an assessment of our outreach efforts
during the DEIS comment period, including NRC staff perspectives and reflections on
how we did and whether anything could have been done better.  NRC staff asked if
the update to the Sept 14 letter to V. Shirley would be acceptable, NNEPA agreed.  
NRC action: Staff will take the request back to their management and follow up with
NNEPA. 

4. Future calls – given the shift in workload from outreach to comment response – NRC
suggested that future calls be moved to monthly (with flexibility if topics arise for
discussion), NNEPA stated no objections.  NRC action: next call scheduled for Nov
19 (3 weeks – NNEPA requested the call be scheduled prior to holiday) – and every 4
weeks thereafter
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